English is very important, since English is one of international language for communication.
INTRODUCTION
English is one of the required lessons to learn. Since it is used as a lingua franca among global citizens. English is also referred to as a second language. English in Indonesia is referred as a foreign language. In learning English, vocabulary is one of the concideration.. English vocabulary is a key aspect to support four language skills.
Concerning major part of language learning, students should be able to master the vocabulary as much as possible. Students will engage with learning when learning is done using fun strategies such as Go Fish games.
One of the main problems experienced by teachers or often happens in teaching
English to students is that teachers do not prepare the material thoroughly. Sometimes teachers often use old methods such as lecture methods and do the exercises. It makes students feel bored and less fun. Therefore, the teacher is responsible in determining the appropriate method in teaching vocabulary that supports students to get understand easily. Suyanto (2010 p. 169 ) says media is a necessary tool for learning English especially for children. Learning activities for teaching English for children should be accompanied by the use of media, especially visual. Media is anything that can be used to transmit messages from the sender to the receiver so as to stimulate the students' thoughts, feelings and interests and attention in such a way that the learning process takes place (Sadirman, Rahardjo and Haryono, 2009 p. 169) .
This time the visual media that can be given to students one of them is the Go Fish game. Go Fish game is a kind of Flash cards media which is a learning media in the form of picture cards and comes with words. Flash Card is a small card containing images, text, or symbols that remind or guide students to something related to pictures that functioning to practice spelling and enriching the vocabulary Arsyad (2011 p.171) .
What this research is trying to find is how the application of Go Fish game in teaching vocabulary and the extent to which Go Fish game can improve students' vocabulary.
Because in reality the actual conditions are difficult for students to master vocabulary because of the ineffective strategies teachers use in teaching English. Therefore, with this research is expected to produce ideal conditions that must occur in students where students can enjoy the learning process and get the lessons (additional vocabulary) as possible.
Another purpose of this research is to find out how Go fish game can be implemented in teaching English vocabulary and to find out how far this game improves students' vocabulary.
The benefits of this research are students will feel happy in the learning process and get the ease of learning English. Teachers will also have new strategies to teach students easily and happily. And the result of this research is to recognize that Go Fish games are one of the most effective applied in the classroom to facilitate students in learning English vocabulary.
LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Definition of Vocabulary
The basis of a language is a vocabulary, if there is no vocabulary then there is no language. The vocabulary represents a number of words in the language (Joklova,2009 p. 170) . Vocabulary is a number of words that students know in a language. Vocabulary continues to grow with age as a useful tool of communication (Komachali and Khodareza, 2012 p. 170 ). Mohammadnejad et al. (2012, p. 170 ) stated that the vocabulary is a basic element of a language which is used to label things like things,nature and verbs to explain the purpose of what to say. In oxford learner's pocket dictionary (2008), explains that vocabulary is; (1) the number of words the student knows and uses, (2) the number of words used in the language, (3) a word list consisting of words and their meanings. Komachali and Khodareza (2012 p. 170) , he continues to say that the vocabulary usually develops and increases at every age level, and fundamentally serves as a communication tool.
B. Media Flash Cards
Media is anything that can be used to dispense the message from the sender to the recipient so that it can stimulate the students' thoughts, feelings, attention and interests and interests in such a way that the learning process takes place (Sadiman et al., 2009 p.171).
Flash cards are small cards containing images, text or symbols that remind or guide students to something related to images that can be used to practice spelling and enriching the vocabulary (Arsyad, 2011 p. 171) . The size of the posts and images in the flash cards must be large enough so that all class members can see the content in the flash cards (Muhammadnejad et al., 2012 p. 171) .
The flash card is a card in which there is a word, sentence or picture in it (Baleghizadeh and Ashoori, 2011 p. 171 ). Flash cards have two sides, the front of flash cards contain images and words while the back of flash cards is the meaning of the word.
Flash cards are a very practical medium because they can be created together by teachers and students.Hotimah (2010 p. 171) argued that flash cards are a form of picture cards made with the use of photos or images, on the back there is a description of the image on the flash cards. The images contained in the flash cards will help improve the memory of the children, as the visuals have a greater effect on appreciating and understanding things than verbal / audio (Hudson et al in Carpenter and Olson, 2011 p. 171) .Flash cards are a practical medium to help students and teachers in teaching and learning, especially in teaching flash cards (Nugroho et al., 2012 p. 171) . With flash cards media can easily help students recall new vocabulary being studied, since flash cards have two sides ie words and their meanings (Khodashenas et al., 2014 p. 172) .
Media flash cards have several advantages, as revealed by Susilana and Riyana (in Hotimah, 2010 p. 171) among others: 1) Easy to carry anywhere; due to its small size. It makes flash card flexibel to be used either in or outside the classroom.
2) Practical; which is seen from the way of making and its use, flash cards media very practical, in using this media teachers do not need to have special skills, this media need not also need electricity. If you want to use it we live to arrange the order of images in accordance with our wishes, make sure the exact position of the image is not reversed, and if it is used to stay stored again by tied or use a special box so as not to be scattered.
3) Easy to remember; the combination of images and text is enough to allow students to recognize the concept of something, to know the name of an object can be assisted with the picture, and vice versa to know the name of an object or concept by looking at the letter or text. 4) Fun; media flash cards in its use can be through the game. For example, students are competing to search for objects or certain names of flash cards that are stored randomly, by running students competing to search for a command.
Flash cards are a very practical medium because they can be created together by teachers and students. One indication that visual imagery has the possibility of providing memory code.
Flash cards are a very practical medium because they can be created together by teachers and students. One indication that visual imagery has the possibility of providing effective memory codes is that students are usually easier at recognizing images than writing. Paivio (in Stephen, 2011 p. 172) stated that the reason why images become more effective is because the images provide other memory codes that are independent of the verbal code. He continues to say that the theory is called a double coding theory because it can be used in the process of reminders. Images tend to be memorable compared to concrete words, and are usually easier to store in memory than abstract words.
METHODOLOGY
The method that will be used to analyze the data is classroom action research method.
Action research is one form of research design, in action research the researcher describes, interprets and explains a social situation at the same time by making changes or interventions with the aim of improvement or participation.
The number of participants in this study are as many as 10-15 students of men and women. Students involved in this research are class V students in Islamic Elementary School As-Syafi'iyah 04. This research will be done on July 19, 2018 and treatment will takes 3 times meeting. Instruments to be used are observation sheets, interview sheets, and documents including Go Fish tests and games.
There are some procedures to be used in carrying out this research. First of all, the teacher ask permission to the principal to conduct research. After obtaining his permission is the teacher preparing all instruments; observation sheets, interview sheets, and documents including Go Fish tests and games. And then do some research. Teachers will teach them a selective topic related to their daily activities, then give them some related vocabulary to master. The teacher will show them the vocabulary, then explain the meaning of every word in a sentence. Then the teacher will show and tell them the procedure in using Go Fish games in class and ask them to participate in the game play until they seem to master the vocabulary. After the game is over, the teacher will ask how it feels, make observations and interviews, and test whether the game is effective or not.
After teachers teach them, and play games with them, teachers will use notes from observations and interviews to see how Go Fish games improve their vocabulary. Another result to be considered is their score in a paper test.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Process of The Research Cycle
Meeting Activity 1. Enrich the vocabulary of shape, color, wild animal, tame animal, sea animal, clothes, and vegetables, thinks in the classroom, Observation Student :  Many students are curious about the Go Fish game. many of them are also interested to immediately try the vocabulary game. Although there are some students who are confused and wondering about the game. The Teacher :
 The teacher prepares the cards to be played.  The teacher prepares a worksheet.  The teacher monitors the course of the game. Classroom situation :
 Classes become more lively and fun.  Classes become more productive.  Most students are active and very enthusiastic to participate. Reflection Strength :  By playing Go Fish for vocabulary, students can improve their vocabulary to add to their vocabulary.  There is an increase or increase in vocabulary obtained by students. Weaknesses :
 There are still students who are not too familiar with how to play the game.  There are still students who are confused about where to categorize the vocabulary.
